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Purpose of Report 

To advise the Area Committee of progress on the North Lanarkshire Local Plan and to outline 
the next stages in preparation of a consultative draft plan. 

Background 

Completion of the Northern Corridor and Southern Area Local Plans are progressing in line 
with the Council’s priorities agreed by Planning and Environment Committee in October 2002. 
The Reporter‘s findings on the Northern Corridor Local Plan were considered by Planning and 
Environment Committee Members at their September meeting and that plan is about to move 
into its later stages of completion before adoption. Preparation for a public local inquiry to 
consider outstanding objections to the Southern Area Local Plan are underway with an 
expected inquiry start in May 2005. The adoption of these plans will complete the Council’s 
existing local planning commitments allowing the North Lanarkshire Local Plan to update and 
consolidate the complete local planning framework for the Council area as a whole. 

A report to the Area Committees in March 2004 outlined the local plan process to date and 
work proposed over the summer. In line with that report the following actions have concluded: 

0 each Area Committee has received a report outlining their role in the local plan process and 
the framework in terms of national and regional land use planning policy that helps set the 
context for deciding which sites will feature in the local plan’s three Area Action Plans 

Policy Working Groups have been established to determine the local plan strategy and 
policies for economic development, retail and town centres, housing and the environment 

three workshops have taken place involving officers, partner agencies and Councillors to 
make sure the local plan reflects best planning practice and the objectives of the Council’s 
Community Plan partners and its elected members 

The pre-consultation stage that concluded in April 2004 generated over 300 local plan 
submissions. The North Lanarkshire Local Plan will have a strategy and set of policies for 
determining the future direction of development, and needs to include a reasoned assessment 
of the submissions made during the plan’s process. To achieve this four Policy Working 
Groups covering the land use topics of Economic Development, Retail and Town Centres, 
Housing and Environment have been established. The outcome of the three workshops will 
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2.4 

3. 

3.1 

4. 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

inform the work of the Policy Working Groups, setting the headline objectives for the local plan 
and the topics that it covers. 

This report summarises the outcomes of the three workshops and outlines how the Policy 
Working Groups will take that forward to ensure the local plan meets the objectives of the 
Council and its partner organisations. 

Sustainability 

North Lanarkshire Local Plan is being prepared in accordance with the Council’s sustainability 
objectives and in line with EU Directive 2001/42/eu. In March 2004 the Committee approved 
the appointment of Tim Birley (Sustainability Consultant) to carry out a Sustainability Appraisal 
of the Local Plan and assist in the production of a Strategic Environmental Appraisal that will 
be published in tandem with the plan to meet the terms of the EU Directive. 

Outcome of the 3 Workshops 

In December 2002 the Planning and Environment Committee approved the following initial 
concept for the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as a basis for progressing land use planning for 
North Lanarkshire: 

0 a single North Lanarkshire-wide plan 

0 comprising a Policy Document, three Area Action Plans and Proposals Maps 

0 the Policy Document to include a Local Plan Strategy and set of land use planning policies 
for land use topics such as Economic Development, Retail and Town Centres, Housing and 
Environment 

the three Area Action Plans to set out site specific proposals for development for the North, 
Central and Southern Areas of North Lanarkshire 

For the local plan to gain the fullest support of stakeholders it needs to reflect the most up to 
date land use planning guidance and share the objectives of the Council’s partner agencies 
and its elected members. Following the appointment of Tim Birley in March 2004 to carry out a 
Sustainability Appraisal of the emerging local plan the three workshops were set up over the 
summer to test the appropriateness of the local plan’s initial concept. 

Workshop 1 involved mainly Council officers and took place in May 2004. Workshop 2 
involved representatives of the Council’s Community Plan partners and took place in June 
2004. Workshop 3, building upon Workshops 1 and 2, involved Councillors and took place in 
August 2004. An extract of the report from Workshop 3 is appended to this report. To 
summarise, Workshop 3 identified the following main topics as being important for the local 
plan: 

employment opportunities 
town centre regeneration 
housing provision 
social and community facilities 
transport and accessibility 
environmental protection 
social inclusion and community safety 
effective local governance 
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The key messages from Workshop 3 are that the local plan needs to: 

4.4 

4.5 

4.6 

5. 

5.1 

0 respond to the changing structure of the economy 
0 recognise the central importance of town centres 
0 link housing development to community facilities 
0 locate development in support of public transport 

Overall, there was a great degree of consistency across all three workshops and the Council’s 
Sustainability Consultant reports the following outcomes from the workshop process: 

Key Topics 

0 business location and economic development strategy 
town centre regeneration 

0 housing development linked to provision of community facilities 
0 environmental protection, including development quality and design 
0 improving transport and accessibility 

The following common strands also emerged from the workshops: 

0 planning and siting complementary land use together 
0 ensuring development is accessible 
0 re-use of previously developed land 
0 support improved public transport 

The workshop process shows that the initial concept for the local plan is sound. The Key 
topics that emerged from the process correspond to the initial Policy Working Group topics 
referred to in paragraph 2.2 above, with an accent placed on the need to ensure that access to 
developments is a key issue for the local plan. A clear message from the process is that the 
local plan strategy has to stress the connection between housing development and the 
community and social facilities that are needed to make local communities more socially 
inclusive. The workshops made some headway in identtfying criteria for drawing up policies 
and selecting development sites and these are listed in paragraphs 72-76 of the Appendix. 

The need for the local plan to take an holistic approach is the main message that emerged 
from Workshop 2 involving the Council’s partner agencies. Whereas the local plan will be the 
Council’s land use strategy and must focus on the physical development of North Lanarkshire, 
it should nevertheless reflect the spectrum of the Council’s Corporate and Community Plan 
themes. Whilst the criteria referred to in paragraphs 72-76 of the Appendix are a useful 
starting position, a major lesson from the workshop process is that a wide range of criteria is 
needed. Criteria covering the Council’s partnership working themes would ensure that the 
local plan’s policies and development sites more accurately reflect the Council’s aims and 
objectives. 

Topic Working Groups 

The four Policy Working Groups will follow the direction set by the workshops indicated in 
section 4 above and define the criteria that will be used to draft policies and select 
development sites for the local plan. These criteria will reflect the Council’s community 
planning partnership themes. The Policy Working groups will take into account up to date 
national and regional land use planning guidance. Together these will provide the theoretical 
framework for the local plan. Within the context of this framework the Topic Working Groups 
will consider the strategic land supply targets in terms of the Glasgow & the Clyde Valley Joint 
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6. 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

7. 

7.1 

8. 

8.1 

9. 

9.1 

Structure Plan, infrastructure capacity constraints and the merits of the 300 plus local plan 
submissions to produce the following: 

0 

overall local plan strategy consistent with the Council’s Corporate and Community plan 
objectives 
policies for promoting and controlling development proposals under the land use topics of 
Economic Development, Retail and Town Centres, Housing and Environment 
criteria for determining development sites to be promoted through the local plan’s three 
Area Action Plans 

Next Stages 

The Topic Working Groups will hold further bilateral meetings with other NLC Departments 
and partner organisations to refine the local plan strategy. 

At the Councillors’ workshop on 13 August Members indicated their willingness to continue 
involvement in policy formulation. It is therefore proposed that single issue workshops bringing 
together Topic Working Groups and Council Members will take place to finalise policies for the 
land use topics of Economic Development, Retail and Town Centres, Housing and 
Environment. 

Having determined the local plan strategy and policies for land use planning topics it is then 
proposed to involve Councillors on an Area Committee basis to bring foward specific 
development proposals for inclusion in the local plan’s three Area Action Plans. 

Each stage in the process (strategy, land use planning topic policy and site specific 
development proposals) will be reported to the Planning & Environment Committee for 
consideration. 

Timescale 

It is expected that a consultative draft of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan will be published in 
the second half of 2005 upon the completion of the public inquiry stage of the Southern Area 
Local Plan which is currently targeted for May 2005. 

Corporate Considerations 

Once adopted the North Lanarkshire Local Plan will be the Council’s land use strategy for its 
area. It will also co-ordinate and influence the investment decisions by private interests and 
other external agencies. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Area Committee notes the content of this report 
h 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
28 September 2004 
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Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
David Jones Team Leader Local Plans Team on 01236 618133 or David Ormiston of the Local Plans 
Team on 01236 618131. 

Backnround Papers 

Local Plan Update and Review of Local Plan Framework Options - Planning and Environment 
Committee Report October 2002 

North Lanarkshire Local Plan Implementation Report - Planning and Environment Committee Report 
December 2002 

Local Plan Programme Update Report - Planning and Environment Committee Report March 2004 

North Lanarkshire Local Plan Environmental and Sustainability Assessment Report - Planning and 
Environment Committee Report March 2004 

Northern Corridor Local Plan Report of Inquiry Report - Planning and Environment Committee Report 
September 2004 

Appendix 

Extract of Sustainability Consultant Tim Birley’s Report on Councillors’ Workshop of 13 August 2004 
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Appendix 1 

Extract of Sustainability Consultant Tim Birley’s Report on 
Councillors’ Workshop of 13 August 2004 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN 
09.30 - 12.00. Fridav 13 Auaust 2004, 
Clyde Suite, Broadwood Stadium, Cumbernauld 

REPORT OF COUNCILLORS’ WORKSHOP 

Report of the Workshop 

1. This report aims to record the outcomes of the workshop. As with the report of the workshop 
held with officers, where possible it is based directly on what people actually said, using their 
own words. At the end, a ‘Commentary’ provides an independent view from the facilitator. The 
report sets out: 

Executive Summary 
The Workshop and Report 
The Briefing Presentations 
Initial Topics Raised 
This summarises the matters raised in the question and 
answer discussion 
Scope and Approach of the New Local Plan 
This reports what the group session and the questionnaire 
responses said about what the new plan should tackle 
Towards Economic, Social and Environmental Criteria 
This assesses what the workshop outcome might imply in 
terms of criteria to guide the design of policies and selection 
of sites for the new plan 
Commentary 
Annex A: Workshop Programme (as delivered) 
Annex B: Workshop Participants 
Annex C: Background Paper 
Annex D: Briefing Presentations (OHPs) 
Annex E: Local Plan Criteria (transcript of notes) 
Annex F: Questionnaire Responses 

page 13 

page 15 
page 16 
page 17 
page 18 
page 23 
page 29 
page 38 

Executive Summary 

2. This is a report of a half-day workshop held with Councillors on the morning of 13‘h August 2004 
into the new North Lanarkshire Local Plan. This follows on from the decision by the Council to 
replace the current framework of 1 subject and 11 separate area plans by a single plan with 
action plans for the three areas of North Lanarkshire. 

3. This was the third of three workshops held in consultation on the new plan: with officers, with 
community plan partners, and now with elected members. It also forms part of the Council’s 
Sustainability Appraisal of the new plan. The objectives of this include ensuring that the new 
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plan meets the aim set by the Scottish Executive “that development and changes in land use 
occur in suitable locations and are sustainable”; and that the Local Plan reflects, and contributes 
to, the Corporate and Community Plans for North Lanarkshire. 

The workshop aimed to enable Councillors to have the opportunity to discuss and raise 
questions about the overall content and approach of the new Local Plan. In particular it was 
intended to help towards devising criteria by which to design policies and select sites taking into 
account a full range of economic, social and environmental factors. 

The outcome was a very positive working session in which 22 Councillors took part support by 
about 12 officers. Collectively, there is a clear understanding of what a local plan is about, and 
there were equally clear views on key topics to consider and the approach to be adopted. 
Those views were based on considering economic, social and environmental matters together, 
and many aspects of the approach advocated are consistent with sustainable development. 

There were several key messages: 
The need to respond to the changed and changing structure of the economy and 
employment. 
The central importance of Town Centres. 
Housing should be built where there are, or will be, social and community facilities; and 
there should be a wider range and better quality of housing. 

The workshop also considered transport, environmental protection, local governance and social 
inclusion. Those who argued for improvements to major roads also advocated better public 
transport provision. Though views on the Green Belt ranged from wanting it to be sacrosanct to 
those who wanted release of marginal land, there was support for having a Green Belt (this 
suggests a review of Green Belt boundaries may be an appropriate part of the local plan 
process). Several ‘green’ issues were raised, in particular the need to transform waste 
management. The two facets of governance raised most often were to have a robust plan to 
reduce the risk of decisions being overturned by central government, and to ensure that local 
views are listened to, reflecting the diverse range of communities across North Lanarkshire. 
Finally, it was stressed that social inclusion should be taken into account throughout: inclusion 
is not only about disadvantaged groups, it is about us all. 

The approach to planning was coherent common sense. A theme throughout, and one of 
enormous importance for both sustainable development and the selection of sites for the new 
Local Plan, was that activities should be close to one another and both readily and safely 
accessible. This particularly applied to the wide range of activities which could be brought 
together to support town centres; to ensuring that housing was not built in remote sites or 
without community facilities; and ensuring that development was located to support public 
transport. 

The Workshop and Report 

9. The workshop brought together a cross-section of Councillors from across the authority together 
with several officers from the Planning and Environment Department, and an independent 
facilitator. Those taking part are listed at Annex B. It was conducted under ‘Chatham House’ 
rules, i.e. while the outcome is reported in full, no view is ascribed to any individual. 

10. The workshop programme, set out at Annex A, was divided into three sessions. A welcome by 
Councillor Jim Coyle, Convenor of the Planning and Environment Committee, was followed by 
three Briefing Presentations. These were given by David Porch, Director of Planning & 
Environment; David Jones, Local Plans Team Leader; and Tim Birley, the Council’s facilitator 
for the Sustainability Appraisal of the new local plan. The second session, which had been 
intended as a visioning exercise, was more productively used as a question and answer 
session. This enabled an initial exploration of the topics of concern to members. 
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11. The third session was aimed at exploring the criteria which Councillors felt should be taken into 
account in devising policies for the local plan, selecting sites for development and, in due 
course, determining planing applications. Those taking part were divided into 3 groups, and 
each in turn asked to suggest economic, social and environmental criteria. Each group added 
to ideas put forward by the others, so that by the end everyone had some indication of the 
overall agenda under consideration. 

12. This group exercise was complemented by a very brief individual questionnaire for Councillors 
to complete either before or at the workshop. This simply asked what members thought were 
the key issues the plan should tackle, and what criteria it should take into account - i.e. 
supplementing information from the second and third sessions of the workshop. 

The Briefing Presentations 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

IQ. 

20. 

Opening the workshop, and welcoming all present, Counci//or Jim &y/e said it was intended to 
provide an opportunity for a major input into the North Lanarkshire Local Plan. 

David Porch, Director of Planning & Environment, also welcomed everyone to the third of 3 
workshops at the outset of the preparation of the new Local Plan. He described how the new 
National Planning Framework published by the Scottish Executive now sets the strategic 
context as a guide to spatial development. The Joint Structure Plan continues, and will be 
replaced by city region plans, retaining a two-tier system. 

The National Planning Framework is based on sustainable development as its central theme. 
Sustainable development will not just be driving the new Local Plan, but is also reinforced by 
the legislative requirement for a Strategic Environmental Assessment to be carried out 
alongside the plan. 

He described the Local Plan as being part of a family of plans. The Local Plan links directly to 
the Council’s Corporate Plan, providing its land use aspect, and it will also feed into Community 
Planning. In his view, elected member involvement is vital. There is no wish by the Planning 
Department to have a plan which restrains or frustrates what members want - it should be their 
plan. 

David Jones, Local Plans Team Leader, outlined the stage reached. The new Local Plan 
covering the whole of North Lanarkshire had been agreed as a concept since December 2002. 
It had been the subject of reports to the Planning and Environment Committee, and to the six 
Area Committees. A working structure has been established, and there will be extensive 
consultation and participation, including with elected members. He saw this event as a key part 
of that process. 

In terms of timetable, it is intended to have a Consultative Draft of the new local plan by the 
second half of 2005, at which stage it would be subject to formal consultation. After a 12-month 
period, this would be followed by a Finalised Plan in the second half of 2006. After publication, 
there would be a period for lodging objections, then a Public Local Inquiry, followed by any 
changes necessary prior to adoption for the period from 2007/08 onwards. The plan would then 
have a shelf life of not less than 5 years (to 2012/13) and provide pointers for the longer term. 

In terms of issues, it was evident that amongst these would be: 

0 The demand for housing; 

0 

How to accommodate the Ravenscraig proposals; 

The quality and location of land for industry; and 
The need to radically change waste management. 

Tim Sidey outlined his role as an independent facilitator. In his view, sustainable development 
should be evident in the new Local Plan through its clear relationship to corporate and 
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community plans, and to it being based on meeting economic, social and environmental 
objectives in a joined-up way. From the outset the plan is being set in the context of the 
Council’s six community and corporate plan themes. 

As well as suggesting the range of topics likely to be covered in the Local Plan, he argued that 
the potential role of a local plan is not always widely appreciated. As well as providing the land 
use framework for all activities, it is special because it is statutory; looks to the longer term; and 
binds on both private and public sectors. Few other Council instruments have these attributes. 
The potential this offers can be lost by a local plan which is weak or not adhered to. This can 
lead to other people’s plans taking precedence, be they other parts of government or the public 
sector, or private developers. The potential of a plan led system, with a strong and up to date 
local plan, best enables North Lanarkshire Council to set the agenda and safeguard its 
priorities. 

It was therefore particularly welcome to discuss the plan with elected members as key 
consultees. It is their role to approve the draft plan, and in due course to adopt the Plan, and 
subsequently determine planning applications against the framework it sets. 

As outlined earlier, the session planned as a visioning exercise after the briefing presentations 
was instead used for a question and answer session. In the event this provided a valuable 
opportunity for members to raise topics of concern before moving on to the more extensive 
conversations in breakout groups. 

In terms of subject matter, while housing was the dominant theme of this session, a number of 
other topics - such as sites for industry; land values and planning gain to the community; 
climate change and unrestricted growth; and contaminated land - were all also touch on. 
Problems of resolving conflict, particularly between local views and central government, were 
cited. 

The need to review the Green Belt was raised, to accommodate the need identified by the 
Scottish Executive for significant additional housing. There were a number of suggestions for 
reducing the need for Green Belt release, including bringing contaminated land back into use 
(though sometimes contaminants have to be kept on site and there is continuing sterility), and 
better use of under-occupied housing stock. The case for a greater mix in new housing 
developments was argued, avoiding a uniform product and density, and integrating the private 
and social sectors. A wide range of housing should include social and retirement housing. 

Initial Topics Raised 
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It was questioned how much the mismatch of housing land supply and demand might be 
displacement of people from public to private stock, and how the new local plan might help 
manage the negative impact of ghettoisation of public sector stock. Where is housing demand 
coming from, and who will occupy the new houses? Yet housing developments do get 
occupied. Different lives and different generations now have different expectations, and 
household sizes have changed resulting in altered housing needs. It was suggested that to 
sustain change in housing will require building tradesmen and apprenticeships, and it was 
asked if this could be addressed in the local plan. 

Concern was expressed about the loss of industrial and institutional land to housing, when what 
is needed is to safeguard at least some sites, and adopt a more holistic approach providing a 
mix of land uses locally: shops, housing and jobs. While it is accepted there is a lack of demand 
for industrial land, and a diverse economy and low unemployment, the level of economic activity 
is low: there is a continuing need to ensure there are opportunities for accessing employment. 

There was a concern about interventions, sometimes inconsistent, by the Scottish Executive. 
There is a need too to recognise potential conflicts between local community views, expressed 



through their Councillor and central government requirements, such as the release of 
Stoneyetts Hospital from the Green Belt to maximise assets. Economic, environmental and 
social priorities cannot always be aligned, and there may be hard choices to make - and the 
need to explain and defend them - over wind farms for example. It was suggested that while 
Government guidance has to be adhered to, a strong Local Plan, reflecting both community 
views and government policy should lead to less conflict. 

Scope and Approach of the New Local Plan 

Introduction 

Following this initial session, the workshop participants were divided into three breakout groups. 
Each group had the opportunity to discuss in turn, briefly, the economic, social and 
environmental criteria that should inform the policies of the new plan, the selection of sites for 
development and, in due course, determining planning applications. These group discussions 
were complemented by a questionnaire for each participant. This also asked about the criteria, 
but also what are the key issues the plan should tackle. In this way, the questionnaire aimed to 
support the information from the other parts of the workshop. 

This part of the report draws together the outcomes of the breakout group discussions and the 
questionnaire responses. The full transcript of the group discussion notes is recorded at Annex 
E, and of the questionnaire responses at Annex F, where a preliminary clustering of responses 
under topic headings has been undertaken. 

While there was no voting or other formal prioritisation of the topics discussed, it is possible to 
assess what were the major topics raised (and the raw material in the annexes enables this to 
be verified). However, it is right to sound a couple of notes of caution. First, because this was 
the first opportunity for members to discuss the content of the Local Plan, there is more material 
on the topics the plan should consider, and its approach to them, rather than formal criteria. 
Second, this report is based on the outcome of one 2% hour working session in which 22 
Councillors took part. The outcome is therefore what those attending expressed on this 
occasion. Therefore, while it does form an important part of the initial consultation process on 
the new Local Plan, it should not be taken as the considered view of the Planning and 
Environment Committee, nor of the Council as a whole. 

The Main Topics Raised 

32. Overall, the main topics raised at the workshop for inclusion in the new Local Plan were: 
0 Provision for jobs 
0 Town centre regeneration 

Housing provision 
Social and community facilities 

0 Transport and accessibility 
0 Environmental protection 
0 Effective local governance 
The first four of these dominated the group discussions. 

33. In addition, a number of other matters were raised: 
0 

0 Several ‘green issues’, including: 
0 Climate change 
0 

0 

0 Renewable energy 

Social inclusion and community safety 

The need to tackle waste more sustainably 
Water quality and flood risk 
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34. While the list of the main topics may seem unexceptional, it is not only reasonably 
comprehensive, but shows that those at the workshop had a clear agenda for what the plan 
might cover. However, what a bald list cannot convey is the extent to which the workshop 
fleshed out each of these topics to give a much richer picture. In the following sections, direct 
quotes from the notes taken at the workshop are shown in italics. 

Provision for Jobs and Training 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Participants at the workshop recognised that the pattern of employment is changed and still 
changing. While unemployment is lower than ever, there are large numbers not economically 
active. On the one hand, people are travelling further to work, but on the other business 
location (and housing policy) would have to take account that more people will work from home, 
reducing the travel to work. Ideally, development will bring money and earners into North 
Lanarkshire, and provide job opportunities which are local and sustainable. 

In competition with other areas, manufacturing will only compete if it is unique or of quality. 
Though there would be some opportunities for the front or back end of manufacturing, or high 
quality low volume products (like Scandinavia), more generally the massive change is to service 
industries. The demise of heavy industry has lead to an increase in the service sector, which is 
booming. Recruitment in services is fantastic, and this is where most of the employment 
opportunities will be, with a lot of opportunities in IT. It was noted that the Council is a major 
provider of services, and considered important to find or create sites in town centres for offices. 
There is also important scope for both the creative industries, such as recording studios and 
Bellshill High, and for the social economy. However, with a lot of empty small units, more 
thought is needed about whether we create facilities for activities, some of which take place at 
home, where current costs are next to nothing. 

In these circumstances, it was questioned if there is a need to safeguard all industrial land. 
With some areas of ground for industry, the reality is that it [industrial development] will not 
happen. While there was a wish to retain good quality industrial and business land for future 
employment needs, especially sites with good transport access (building on the success of the 
Enterprise Zone and noting the demand for distribution), there would not be heavy industry like 
before. It was thought that the days of needing sites for one large industrial use are over, and 
that single user sites will never be taken up as a single user. It would therefore be right to 
consider alternative uses for areas not required for industry - and there may a role for planning 
agreements in this (though the Council should be practical) - but there is a need to retain 
flexibility for quick change and a structure for small business development. 

Several times in discussion of employment, the need to also provide training for future 
employment was touched on. The transition from manufacturing to services requires more 
investment in retraining, to address staff shortages. There are needs for training for different 
skills, ranging from medical, to call centres, and building workers and apprenticeships for the 
development which will take place. 

Town Centre Reneneration 

39. There was a clear wish to retain, enhance and revitalise town centres. Town Centres should be 
the focus for development, and be seen as the jewel in the crown. However, there is a view that 
town centres are dying. The small shops are gone and you cannot buy a book in Motherwell 
unless Asda stocks it. Again the realities were recognised: it is hard to buck the trend, and retail 
trends are towards larger stores. Everybody is mobile and go to where the biggest combination 
of shops is available - under cover, in mall development. Out of town is needed for some 
things, e.g. IKEA. However, the workshop wanted to retain and encourage retailing into town 
centres to the maximum extent possible. 
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40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Because people want out of town shopping, we should look at more specialised roles in town 
centres, including specialist shops. We should also be encouraging major stores to expand or 
locate in or adjacent to town centres. Get Tesco or Asda on the periphery and people will use 
the town centres too (though there is a problem with the larger stores stocking bulky and white 
goods: that is a deterrent to smaller companies coming into town centres). Retailing needs a 
mix of sizes, and encouragement to go to town centres. 

Further, town centres need facilities - a range of social infrastructure. There was a wish to see 
more services located in town centres, and the location of Council property and offices was 
seen as being an important lead in this. The Council is missing opportunities to create (or re- 
site) Departments and Headquarters in town centres: for example the NLC Department of 
Community Services HQ isn’t near to a town centre, so is of no benefit. 

Successful town centres have changed their character, through a specialist role in retailing or 
attracting other uses apart from shops; there is a need to be able to encourage private sector 
development. It was suggested this might require financial incentives, but that this is difficult to 
do. We have encouraged different uses into town centres, for example business centres and 
health facilities. New uses should be introduced to fill vacant units, and Centres should include: 

Public uses such as doctors and dentists (ideally located on the ground floor to provide 
barrier-free access), 
Cafes, restaurants and other places to eat and drink (and other facilities encouraging 
extended opening hours, with suitable sites for an evening and weekend economy), and 
leisure and art gallery space, 
as well as service employment and housing nearby. 

The aim should be for a mix of uses in town centres, including use in the evenings. For 
example, the top floor in Cumbemauld could be a gallery, coffee shop, etc. In finding other 
ways to regenerate town centres, we should push areas with potential for tourism, such as the 
Kelvin Valley. 

A particular need was identified to secure the revitalisation and environmental improvement of 
Cumbemauld town centre, where there is an imbalance between land use allocation and 
provision of use. A major shopping and commercial centre is required in the North area. 

Social and Community Facilities 

44. Discussion on social facilities covered access to the broad range of education, health care, local 
shops, leisure and recreation, and accessible transport for the facilities in larger areas. 
Facilities should include good health and childcare infrastructure, ranging from baby-sitting and 
nurseries to afierschool clubs. There is a need to plan for enough facilities to meet the needs: 
i.e. bigger areas should have the wider range, and overall there should be full provision within 
North Lanarkshire, otherwise expenditure is going out to somewhere else. 

45. But there is a need too for smaller scale provision locally. Community facilities were therefore 
also discussed in the sense of providing a focus for community life. It was argued the each 
community needs a community facility, and that provision of local facilities in every town and 
village is part of a caring, living, socially progressive organisation. Communities need a focus, 
and facilities appropriate to their scale. This will often mean a community centre or hall, 
providing multi-purpose facilities. The example was cited of multi-use developments, such as 
schools with other uses out of hours: there is a need to get an appropriate scale of facilities. 

46. The issue was raised of certain age groups missing out, especially teenagers. Under 5s are 
provided for, but the older children miss out. To some extent there are sports facilities, but not 
enough used, and there is a need to raise awareness. But there is also a need to provide 
facilities for the current trends, such as skateboarding and quad bikes, and bearing in mind that 
fashions change, the design of ‘trend facilities’ is evolving to make the land take less onerous. 
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47. Community facilities were also seen as relevant to social economy activities, and involving 
communities in industries. Community centres or under-used council premises might be used 
as a starting point for community industries, including cottage type industries or training. 
Smaller industries, such as farmer‘s markets, should be encouraged to grow through co- 
operation. 

48. Provision of community and social facilities is a topic where community involvement is 
particularly important in the assessment of need, decision making, and the identification of 
issues and development sites. If the North Lanarkshire Local Plan (and the Council more 
generally) is to have a role in shaping society, it is the community that will drive developments 
forward: therefore the plan needs to meet their needs. 

Housinrr Provision 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

In considering housing, the thrust of argument was not against housing development as such, 
though the workshop was unconvinced that a plethora of large family houses and houses on 
very small plots too close to each other were best suited to North Lanarkshire’s housing 
requirements. In the initial discussion session, it had been noted that housing demand was 
arising from smaller households, moves into the private sector, and changing lifestyles, and that 
this in turn may create problems for the social rented sector which remains. Views were 
expressed on two main topics: the relationship of housing development to social and community 
facilities; and the types of housing to be provided. 

Where new housing is provided, it should either be close to existing facilities (including schools, 
health services, local shops, and leisure and recreation facilities including open space); or 
developments should be of sufficient size for facilities (such as community halls and leisure 
facilities) to be provided locally as part of the development. Development should be completed 
before proceeding on to other development (e.g. Broadwood). Release of larger sites would 
enable public agencies to piggyback provision of social facilities. Larger development may also 
make better use of existing infrastructure. Housing developments should have convenient 
transport routes, preferably by foot or cycle, to railway stations and main or trunk roads. 

The workshop did not want to see either incremental development, which mean larger scale 
facilities do not get built; or large scale housing schemes without good access to, or direct 
provision of, community facilities. For example small housing developments have one or two 
small play areas, but nothing serving the wider area; Smithstone has 800/900 houses and little 
or no facilities. One cautionary note was the reminder that people (and market demand) also 
want peace and quiet, and may want to avoid the nuisance effect of children’s play areas or 
some separation from facilities. 

There is a case for developer contributions to local or central facilities, and developer briefs or 
masteplans to make sure there is a range of uses. It was suggested that should there be 
inadequate schooling or other social facilities immediately adjacent to proposed housing 
developments, the housing developer should make a very substantial contribution to the 
provision of these facilities. 

These views have implications for land use and location. They suggest clustering of 
development, and allowing for other uses, including exploring the potential of gap sites. Such 
clustering is in order to prop demand for the scale of facilities needed; or development needs to 
be of a sufficient scale to generate demand for new community facilities. They also mean that 
dispersed development is a problem. 

The workshop would like to see houses on sites with enough space to enable adaptation or 
extension, and for parking: i.e. lower density. They also want to see quality in housing design 
and the Council need to be strict on the quality of housing layouts in development control 
decisions. There is a need for more imagination in housing developments. Builders should be 
encouraged to make a good mix of houses and to include rented accommodation. The range 
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should include in the mix both social rented and affordable homes, a variety of house types and 
prices, including small luxury flats, suitable flats for young or single persons, and also retirement 
and sheltered homes. Housing should be available to suit the minority and majority with 
facilities adaptable for all. In terms of access, homes should be barrier-free. The range of 
houses, dealing with the disabled and with those who are reasonably fit, but require ground floor 
flats or bungalows. 

Transport and accessibilitv 

55. 

56. 

57. 

Transport and the topics set out following were not as widely discussed as the 'big four' 
described above. There were arguments for effective transport, for improving both roads and 
public transport. Although North Lanarkshire is on both M8 and M80, both are inadequate: 
these effect the economy of Scotland, not just North Lanarkshire. While people have to rely on 
cars, there is a need for better roads, but also for more public transport and rail links. Support 
was expressed for the Airdrie - Bathgate rail link. Use of public transport should encouraged to 
tackle congestion. The location of development will influence transport decisions, and land 
uses should be planned to encourage and support public transport. Good transport impacts on 
economic well being and has a role in regeneration as well as providing local access. The 
special needs of transport in rural areas was noted, and a need for traffic calming measures on 
single track roads. 

However, the predominant discussion was about accessibility, advocating close proximity 
between land uses and more mixed use (both reducing the demand for transport). In 
considering the accessibility of community and social facilities, if provision is centralised, then 
transport is essential. At present there is a lack of transport to facilities, e.g. in Cumbernauld, 
the Tryst Sports Centre and Broadwood Stadium. Public transport to enable access to facilities, 
including in the evenings, is crucial, as otherwise they will not get used. 

Turning to housing development, at present we have been continuing to build houses without 
the facilities to support them: therefore development needs both facilities and good transport 
links. Many new developments are remote and the residents then have to rely on cars. The 
need for good transport links to peripheral housing was noted. In addition, it was suggested 
that housing developments do not have the space to cater for the amount of traffic that goes 
through them or is parked in them. 

Environmental issues 

58. 

59. 

60. 

Over the course of the workshop, a wide range of environmental issues was touched on. They 
are presented together here for convenience, rather than claiming to be a coherent position. 

There were two views on the Green Belt, but both positions supported retaining a strong Green 
Belt. The need to avoid coalescence and protect the setting of communities were advocated. 
On the one hand, there is a case for a strict - sacrosanct - Green Belt designation to prevent 
erosion of the environment. On the other that there should be flexibility to release Green Belt 
when not used properly, and develop areas like Legbrannock which are marginal, while 
protecting examples of good quality landscapes. Generally, the Green Belt should take 
precedence, and brownfield development prefened, except that much of our Green Belt is 
historically brownfield: this needs to be addressed to prevent good quality Green Belt being 
swallowed up. Where the tension may particularly arise, is when an area wants to expand but is 
surrounded by Green Belt. 

There is a need to protect and manage ecological assets and protect woodland and scenic 
areas, and Strathclyde Park and Kelvin Valley Country Park, as well as providing improved 
access to public countryside and information. Improvements in areas such as Greenhead Moss 
has positive impact. Maintenance costs require use of trusts to maintain assets, working with 
partners and volunteer status. There should be support for the Central Scotland Forest Trust. 
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61. 

62. 

63. 

Listed buildings and the historic built heritage should be protected, though some may be of 
questionable value. The provision of housing land has to be balanced with protection of sites of 
natural beauty and importance, though contaminated land sites and devastated land should be 
made safe for house building. 

A number of ‘green’ issues were touched on. This included that there should be a strategy for 
addressing climate change (and questioning unrestrained growth). There is also a case for a 
flooding strategy to tackle issues of flooding. It was suggested that renewable energy should be 
encouraged, though the scope for conflict over windfarms was again noted; there is also 
potential for more energy efficiency in the home, even local energy production. The need to 
upgrade water quality depends on with partner agencies, especially S P A .  There can be 
pollution control conflicts between flow and nature conservation. 

There is a need to tackle waste sustainably. There will have to be major change, though in the 
short to medium term there are challenges: the future of incineration gasification units in 
Cumbemauld, and the contract with South Lanarkshire Council for disposal: in 2070 there will 
be a big change in local treatment and recycling. At a more immediate and local level, better 
cleansing and waste management is needed to ensure improved quality of the environment. At 
present this is a major problem. For improved collection, and presumably separation of waste 
streams out source, the design and siting of house bins should be tackled. 

Effective local governance 

64. The inclusion of what has been labelled here as ‘governance’ showed an awareness of the 
need to listen better to the public, as they know the area. Local views and diversity (from 
villages to large towns) need to be taken into account in assessing what impact development 
will have on local communities, as well as establishing a sound basis for dealings with both 
central government and developers. There is an argument that North Lanarkshire is not one 
community, and there should be local sub-plans feeding into the main plan, to reflect the 
individual needs of each community. 

65. It was suggested that the Local f lan  must be integrated into a National Plan, and acknowledged 
that there is a regional dimension to inward investment. There is a need for stronger plans and 
criteria to prevent Government over-ruling (as in appeals or on the A80). 

66. It will also be vital to work with partners on costs and maintenance, including Government 
Agencies, to put together funding for acceptable programmes. One other matter raised was 
that North Lanarkshire has plenty of land; it ought to be possible to acquire land at a cheap rate 
and acquire a land bank. 

Social Inclusion, Communitv Safetv and Disability 

67. It was argued strongly that social inclusion was not a concept that should be reserved for 
disadvantaged groups. It should apply to all. Social inclusion affects us all as everyone gets 
old, and therefore it needs a broader basis of appreciation. 

68. An important aspect of inclusion and accessibility is public safety. Safety is important. If there 
is a perceived risk of crime in accessing facilities, they will not be used. Safety in public 
transport is particularly problematic in the evenings. 

69. Also important -raised several times - is to tackle exclusion arising because of disability. As 
well as the need for barner-free housing (already noted), shops and other facilities should be 
accessible to all, with building design and standards to accommodate the disabled or those with 
special needs. 

Assessment: Towards Economic, Social and Environmental Criteria 
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70. The outcome of the workshop has been reported in full as it provides a remarkably coherent 
view of what should be in the new Local Plan, and the approach to development. 

71. The discussion included several kev messaaes - including times when one or other of the 
participants captured the mood of the discussion, and made a statement which provided the 
touchstone on which the debate then proceeded. Some of the key messages were: 

The need to respond to the changed and changing structure of the economy and 
employment, and in the light of this adapt planning policy for business location. 
The central importance of Town Centres as the focus for development - arresting their 
decline, and seeing them adapt to the realities of modern retailing, supported with a variety 
of other land uses. 
Housing should be built where there are social and community facilities, or (and this is likely 
to mean larger developments) where these will be provided as part of the development. 
There should be a much wider range and better quality of housing, accessible to all. 
The importance of social facilities, with community facilities provided near housing, and all 
facilities being safely accessible. 
An overall emphasis on locating complementary activities together, i.e. clustering 
development, and ensuring that all development should be located accessibly. 
Support for environmental protection, and for the Green Belt (subject to a review of 
marginal sites). 
A strong local plan should reduce the risk of local decisions being over-turned by central 
government. For a plan to be robust it needs to be based on listening to the community 
and valuing local knowledge. 

Towards Sustainable Development Criteria 

72. Although the workshop did not explicitly resolve a set of criteria for policies and site selection, 
the key messages and all the accompanying material proved sufficient to enable a preliminary 
set of criteria to be drawn up. These draw from all parts of the workshop - the initial topics 
raised, the subsequent discussions, and the questionnaire responses. They have been 
grouped into criteria applicable to all types of development, and then criteria relevant to three 
specific categories: economic development, town centres, and housing. They are not presented 
as a definitive proposal, but an attempt to draw out the implications of what the workshop 
proposed. If they are considered useful, they need to be further developed as a basis for taking 
forward the plan and its accompanying sustainability appraisal. 

73. In general development should: 
Be located: 
- Proximate to related land uses, in particular: 

Housing and community facilities (of all kinds); and 
Retailing and other town centre uses (including service employment and housing). 

- Accessibly, in particular to support the provision of public transport. 
- Giving preference to brownfield development, i.e. the re-use and renewal of previously 

developed land, and the use of existing infrastructure and services. 
- Giving the Green Belt precedence (subject to re-assessing marginal land). 
Protect and manage environmental, ecological and recreational assets. 
Support, and not detract from, town centres. 
Support the development and provision of community facilities, to be located accessibly in 
terms of transport and community safety. 
Show the feasibility of proposals in terms of partnership and funding. 

0 

0 

0 

74. Economic development should: 

Be located: 
Provide net additional durable and local jobs or training opportunities; 

- In a limited number of quality, accessible business locations; and 
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- In or adjacent to town centres. 

75. Town centre development should: 
0 

0 

Support the sequential approach, and provide for modern and specialist retailing; 
Support retailing and town centre renewal through other town centre uses, including 
community and social facilities; service employment; and housing. 

76. Housing developments should: 
Be either located close to community facilities; or community facilities should be provided 
with housing land release. 
Show quality in housing design, with sufficient space for adaptation and parking. 
Contribute to a mix of housing in terms of tenure, size and price, to meet the needs of all 
groups in society. 

0 

0 

Commentary 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

This workshop was well received and productive. One 2% hour working session established 
much common ground, and considerable progress was made in setting out the scope for the 
new Local Plan. It also enabled subsequent work to be undertaken to suggest preliminary 
criteria to guide policies and select sites. In my experience this extent of direct involvement with 
members at this stage in the planning process is innovative, and it provided a promising start to 
the process of consultation. 

Particularly valuable was the clear approach suggested by participants to all of the main topics. 
It combined a realistic awareness of the broader picture - the changing structure of employment 
and of retailing, for example - with clear ideas about what was appropriate for the particular 
local situation in the various parts of North Lanarkshire in terms of land use planning. 

Several of the key messages reported here were really quite striking. The extent of commitment 
to town centres as "the jewel in the crown"; the importance of community facilities to "get a 
caring, living, socially progressive organisation"; and the idea that social inclusion is not 
exclusively for the disadvantaged, but should apply to everyone - these were just some of the 
highlights of a thought-provoking session. The central theme about the need to ensure that 
related land uses are at least accessible, and preferably close, to one another appears fully 
consistent with moving towards more sustainable development. 

If the comprehensive scope covered in a morning was impressive, inevitably there were topics 
which received less time on this occasion. Perhaps the most obvious of these were the 
implications of development at Ravenscraig, and while the needs of rural Lanarkshire was not 
neglected, they were only touched on. It should also be noted that there was a high level of 
consensus in the workshop. Only on the Green Belt were different views evident, but given the 
overall support for the Green Belt, one way to resolve this could be the suggested review of 
marginal sites. 

Finally, thanks are due to Councillor Jim Coyle, David Porch, and David Jones who all set the 
scene for a very productive session; to David Ormiston and others in the Local Plans team 
responsible for its organisation and for taking notes; and to Phi1 Gaunt and Alan Hendry who 
again shared the work of facilitating the breakout sessions. Thanks are also due to all who 
attended and took part in a productive and enjoyable session. 
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 
ANNEX A 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN 

09.30 - 12.00. Fridav 13 Auaust 2004, 
Clyde Suite, Broadwood Stadium, Cumbernauld 

COUNCILLORS’ WORKSHOP: PROGRAMME 

09.30 Welcome 
Councillor Jim Coyle, Convenor, Planning & Environment 

Session 1 : Briefing Presentations 

The North Lanarkshire Local Plan: Setting the Scene 
David Porch, Director of Planning & Environment 
The requirements for, and role of, the Council-wide Local Plan 

The North Lanarkshire Local Plan: the Stage Reached 
David Jones, Team Leader, Local Plans 
Progress so far, and how it is intended to take the Plan forward 

The Workshop and role of Elected Members 
Tim Birley, Facilitator 
The objectives of the Workshop, and how this will guide the Plan 

10.15 Session 2: Vision and Aims for the Local Plan 

Question and Answer session, exploring Members’ vision and concerns for North 
Lanarkshire and its New Local Plan 

The aim of this session is to get a broad overview of how the local plan might contribute to the 
economic, social and environmental welfare of North Lanarkshire 

11.00 Session 3: Local Plan Criteria 

Discussion in three breakout groups, each considering in turn: 
Economic criteria; 
Social criteria; and 
Environmental criteria 

Members have a key role in deciding not only the aims of the Local Plan, but also what are the 
key criteria to guide policies, site selection and, in due course, decisions on planning 
applications. 

12.00 End of Workshop 

Buffet lunch will be available 
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ANNEX B 
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN 

09.30 - 12.00. Fridav 13 Auuust 2004, 
Clyde Suite, Broadwood Stadium, Cumbernauld 

WORKS HOP PARTlC IPANTS 

Cllr Annita McAuley Ward 2 Calder Valley 
Cllr Patrick Connelly 
Cllr William Martin 
Cllr Helen McKenna 
Cllr John Moran 
Cllr William Wilson 
Cllr John McGhee 
Cllr David Saunders 
Cllr Joseph Gorman 
Cllr James Coyle 
Cllr Thomas Maginnis 
Cllr David Fagan 
Cllr Margaret Murray 
Cllr Elizabeth Gemmell 
Cllr Gordon Murray 
Cllr William Homer 
Cllr William Goldie 
Cllr Bob Chadha 
Cllr Jean Jones 
Cllr Tom Barrie 
Cllr William Hogg 
Cllr Joseph Shaw 

Fraser Carlin 
Mark Forrest 
Phi1 Gaunt* 
Alan Hendry* 
Dave Jones 
Pat Kelly 
Gordon Laing 
Craig Lindsay 
Gillian Murray 
David Ormiston 
David Porch 

Tim Birley* 

* member of facilitation team 

3 
4 
5 
8 
12 
14 
21 
26 
27 
40 
52 
53 
55 
57 
60 
61 
63 
65 
66 
67 
68 

Forgewood 
North Motherwell 
New Stevenston & Carfin 
Stewarton 
Kn owe top 
Pather & Gowkthrapple 
Tannochside 
Mossend West & Thomdean 
Hol ytown 
Old Monkland 
Salsburgh 
Kildrum & Park 
Balloch East & Ravenswood 
Westerwood, Carrickstone & Dullatur 
Carbrain East 
Carbrain West & Greenfaulds 
Condorrat North & Westfield 
Queenzieburn & Kilsyth West 
Banton & Kilsyth East 
Moodiesbum East & Blackwood West 
Moodiesburn West & Gartcosh 

Senior Planner - Environment Projects 
Planning Assistant - Environment Projects 
Strategic Planning Manager 
Senior Planner - Environment Projects 
Team Leader - Local Plans 
Service Manger - Planning & Building Control 
Senior Planner - Development Projects 
Team Leader - Structure Plan Team 
Planning Officer - Local Plans 
Planning Officer - Local Plans 
Director of Planning & Environment 

Facilitator; Advisor on Sustainable Development & Public Policy 

Tim Birley for North Lanarkshire Council 
17 September 2004 
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